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spring of 1934, this struggle was still in progress and its ultimate
outcome could not yet be forecast. The most prominent, and ironical,
feature in the situation was the fact that the Reichsdeutsch National
Socialism, in inspiring an Austrian opposition with its own temper,
conjured up an Austrian counter-organization in its own image. As
the conflict between Austria and 'the Third Reich5 lengthened out,
the Austrian Heimwehr, which had been founded after the War as a
pale imitation of the Italian Fasci di Combattimento, rapidly took
on the tone and tactics of a kind of counter-Nazidom which was only
distinguishable by the name of its leader and the cut and colour of
its cloth from the Reichsdeutsch movement which was its detested
ensample and unintentional trainer.
The history of the warfare which the Austrian Heimwehr now
waged on two fronts—a defensive war against the National Socialism
of 'the Third Reich' and an offensive war against the Social Demo-
cracy of Vienna—will be recorded in a later volume. At this stage,
it was merely possible to discern that the new Austrian nation (if the
child were destined to be born alive) was begotten of the Nazi con-
quest of Germany, as the old Austrian Empire had been begotten,
four centuries back, of the Ottoman conquest of Orthodox Christen-
dom. In this respect, the emissions' of the old Austria and the new
Austria were curiously similar. Both Austrias took shape in order
to take their stand, against apparently hopeless odds, in the path of
a formidable and hitherto victorious conqueror. But in another
respect the postures of the two Austrias presented a contrast—in the
geographical sense that their faces were set in opposite directions.
The old Austria had always faced eastward; for she had been founded
originally as a Bavarian march against the Avars and the Magyars,
before she found her greater mission as the carapace of Western
Christendom against the 'Osmanlis. In that phase of Austrian
history, it was only the eastward-facing head of the double-headed
eagle that was truly alive; and when that head was struck off in 1918
support. Dr. Dollfuss could not have held his own against the Nazi offensive.
Yet political movements engineered by foreign Powers for foreign ends are
notoriously apt to produce the opposite effects to those which they are designed
to bring about; and if the foreign support which Dr. Dollfuss undoubtedly
received were really the principal source of his success, then this success must
be regarded as a strange and exceptional anomaly. It seems more reasonable
to seek the main explanation of Dr. Dollfuss's success in a genuine Austrian
national reaction against Hitlerism, while taking care to make full allowance
for the foreign factor as a contributory cause. If the foreign factor is given the
primacy, we have to ask why, in that case, French or Italian diplomacy chose
to wait for the advent of Hitlerism before setting up a Dollfuss to make Austrian
policy conform to foreign requirements.

